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ABSTRACT 

Dental Technology is transforming by the turning hand of the clock. We, the 

dentists start running this race as early as XIth standard in pursuit of glory 

and as long as we are alive and kicking have to actually complement the 

pace to keep up the ante to virtually chase eminence and magnificence. It 

has become almost mandatory for most of us to ameliorate our professional 

prowess and totally revamp our outlook, perspective and demeanour at the 

dental science on offer in the quest to offer the best possible diagnostic 

protocols and therapeutic regimen to our patients. Those who deduce that 

their patients deserve the best, always crave to continually upgrade and keep 
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abreast with the latest. The plethora of scientific content on offer week after 

week continues to awaken the common dentist out of slumber that he has 

missed the bus and is lagging miles behind all his colleagues in all aspects 

viz. technique, expertise, décor, armamentarium etc. That is where the role 

of Practice Management comes in. 

 

REVIEW 

Success doesn’t happen with anyone, overnight. Running a dental clinic is 

skin to running a full-fledged business and can be attributed as one of the 

daunting tasks, any dentist undertakes in his career. Most dentists lack the 

acumen and knowledge to run the ‘business’ of dentistry where a dentist has 

to don multiple hats of a CEO, Accountant, Manager etc. for the ‘shop’ to 

grow and thrive. The base for all this involves certain small but concrete 

steps which lay the foundation for long-term success. At this juncture, the 

only thing which is most important is the right utilization of resources 

available with us to march on to the next pedestal called ‘success’. It is 

almost mandatory for us to indulge in the continuous updation and 

upgradation in the form of educational seminars and bringing of newer 

equipment (in clinic) and the same has become a permanent phenomenon 

especially for those who want to be in sync with the changing times. With 

every turn of the hand of the clock, we have to keep improving the way we 

run our practice which helps us breathe easier under the pressure and regain 

a measure of control over the on-goings. Our curriculum is such that it 

doesn’t teach us the science of ‘business’ as a business set-up requires a 

completely different skill set than our learnt dentistry skills. Sometimes, we 

have to be ruthless enough to take valiant decisions, go against the grain, 
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refuse to compromise and take the road less traveled by others. The only aim 

of this article is to create a few gentle and helpful reminders; that dentists as 

‘planners’ should know & should do, but don't always have the time or 

patience to do so. Let's have a close look at a few (Top 11) tips that have the 

capability to make our systems run smoothly and which can be used as road 

maps to head our practice to higher destination. 

 

Learn the rules like a pro, so you can break them like an artist. 

 ~ Pablo Picasso 

Some Smart Tips 

1. Start Early, Plan well, Finish Early and well: As they say, plan your 

work and work out your plan. I prefer following the 60/25/10/5 rule in 

my practice for the above. The 60% part consists of DDWp 

(Determination, dedication and will power), the 25% is in the planning 

part which includes going to bed early and orienting my mind for the 

challenges lying ahead for the next day, the next 10% lies in the 

execution of the preparation (planning) already done and the remaining 

5% is the luck part which I always leave to GOD Almighty. The DDWp 

takes care of the reasoning to do a particular task because our selfish 

human mind always needs a ‘reason’, it’s all about your dreams, how 

badly you want the thing, the obsession to yearn to achieve is almost 

mandatory. The 25% planning part will include going to bed early with 

a clear focus in mind for the next day things, having a light dinner and 

having almost no stress to catch up on the required sleep. The next 10% 

is about getting up on the desired time and start going about the task 

(already planned out) in a phased manner since the major work (85%) 
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has already been done on the paper and is just about training the mind 

in the right direction to do the same actually ‘on ground’ and for that, I 

shall also need the 5% luck part which is almost mandatory to stay 

further motivated for successful completion of any task. 

 

2. Bringing a change in yourself is the best way to manage your 

practice: The first and foremost change has to be in us (discipline), for 

expecting others (for us) to change every time would be futile and in 

vain. Don’t be rigid in your nature or schedule and always show some 

flexibility to inspire others and then expect the tide to turn our way.  

 

In the waves of change, we find our true direction. 

 

The change in behaviour, punctuality etc. in clinic has to be first from 

our side before we expect staff and associates to follow suit. There is no 

point in fuming in rage (non-achievement) or fear (failure), rather we 

have to try and eventually come to terms with the real change that needs 

to be brought about first. Substitutes would always be available for hard 

work, perspiration and determination, but they come with an expiry tag. 

We have to make our dreams and aspirations concerning our practice 

live a healthy life and not let them have an expiry date and for that, we 

have to accept all that by bringing the change by being the change 

ourselves. We have to love what we do and do what we love, because 

the dream has to live on with a lot of hope. 
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3. Have a vision of where you are and where you want to be:  

 

It is imperative to begin with an end in mind. 

 

The ability to envision your mind where we want to go is based on the 

principle that all things are created twice. There is a mental (first) 

creation followed by a physical (second) creation. The physical creation 

follows the mental, just as a building follows a blueprint. If you don't 

make a conscious effort to visualize where you are and where you want 

to go (achieve), then you empower other people and circumstances to 

shape you and your life by default. A clear vision of where we want to 

go is always so very essential in our practice especially when we are 

investing in a gadget. The mind should be clear so that the huge 

amounts of time and money we are going to spend sometimes should 

have good potential for a handsome Return on Investment (ROI) and all 

this can start from placing goals which can be like (just a random 

example for an Endomotor bought for RCT’s):  

 “I want to do 5 RCT’s with my newly bought Endomotor in the next 

month (not all cases, but a fixed percentage for trial) with those 5 

paying me an increased price”  

“I want to get 5 new patients of RCT through these above 15 patients in 

next 3 months (as supposed above, 5 each month) through inbound 

marketing of my gadget.” 
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“I want to double my profit 100% each month on these ‘inflated charge 

RCT’s’ in my regular patients so that I recover my cost of my 

Endomotor soon.” 

What these goals don’t articulate though, the truth lying right beneath 

the surface and driving every content effort, is a desire to reach more 

people with my newly bought gadget (Endomotor). There is a need to 

identify what additional goals you will have after recovering cost of this 

gadget (which next gadget are you planning to buy/invest in your 

practice)  

 

4. Prioritization: The key is not to prioritize what is on your schedule, but 

to schedule your priorities. Prioritization should always be the first key. 

In clinical practice, we would like to do everything that is successful 

only. Unfortunately, the cold and hard fact is that there isn’t enough 

time, money, people or other resources all of them together at the same 

time. Brainstorm a list of to-accomplish objectives in order to know the 

potential impact of each activity and then can evaluate the likelihood of 

success. 

Ask yourself a very simple question; "If you can only do one thing - 

what would it be?"  

THAT answer would be your priority.  

It sets the context for evaluating other options; the option which will 

help you reach your objective. 

  Faster? At a great pace? 

 Economical?  For less money? 

 Successfully? With better results? 
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Prioritization doesn't have to be complicated and doesn't have to take a 

lot of time.  

 

5. Never underestimate the pocket of your patient: Your patient could 

be an investment banker working six days a week, a housewife who 

used to work earlier but is now dependent on her husband’s income, or 

a daily wager who is struggling to make ends meet, or a businessman 

who has enough money but not enough time or endeavour to spend it. 

Without a fundamental understanding of where your prospect is coming 

from and how he/she lives her life, digging deeper into their needs and 

motivations is going to be a challenge. Every person mentioned above 

has something that keeps them awake at night. It might be a persistent 

problem – such as an inability to smile freely in public because of 

discolouration/broken anterior teeth, scathing pain in teeth and jaws, 

inability to eat hot/cold/sweet in parties or even home, afraid of false 

dentures coming out publicly and many more. Understand the 

predominant problem that has brought the patients to your door that can 

help you recognize that motivation in others and your pattern 

recognition for the people that comprise your best profitable patients 

will also keep on improving dramatically. 

 

6. An educated patient is a satisfied patient and a satisfied patient is a 

loyal patient: Patient retention is critical to the long-term success of a 

dental practice as retaining current patients is far less expensive also 

than attracting new ones. According to Harvard Business Review, the 

cost of acquiring a new customer is 5 to 25 times more expensive than 
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retaining an existing one and also notable, was that even a 5% increase 

in customer retention leads to an increase in profits anywhere between 

25% and 95%. The biggest role of ours comes in to retain the same 

patient and making him our marketing tool. The most probable reason 

of discrepancy in retaining patient for the dental practitioner is lack of 

proper communication. Lending a ‘patient’ ear to the patient’s problems 

raises your value in their eyes. Always strive to give a careful listening 

to their concerns giving them your undivided attention. 

 

7. Keep Pricing in sync with changing times and rising costs: There is 

no magic formula for right pricing especially in our field. The biggest 

and the most common mistake, we guys do in our clinic pertaining to 

pricing is under-pricing. I don’t have any statistical data to prove it, but 

as taught by our parents and seniors, somewhere in early phase of our 

careers at the back of our mind, we still get stuck in that mistaken idea 

that startup clinics are supposed to win by having the lowest price. I am 

really sorry to say, that, it just isn’t true. Pricing is a matter of situation, 

strategy, costs, competition, services, categorization, season, weather, 

instinct and a combination of a few or all of the above. Believe me, it is 

difficult to tell, how to set the right price, but it is easier to tell how not 

to set your price or which mistakes, we commit and are not to be 

committed. We got to realize our own worth ourselves while pricing 

any particular service or while introducing a new product line. India is a 

vast country with huge demographic variation and different strata of 

population and furthermore, each dentist having specific target group of 

population as their patients and as they say, one size of shoe doesn’t fit 
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all, one price for a particular job doesn’t suit all the dentists from 

different areas of the same city or different cities. 

 

8. Always use an approach of empathy with your patients: Try to 

understand who you are marketing to and what their needs and 

constraints are. You will end up building a better offering through a 

stronger product roadmap and you will have more success when you are 

pitching for an expensive product like an Implant or a Metal Free 

Crown. 

 

9. Differentiate or Die: Marketing Strategy Guru, Jack Trout said 

"differentiate or die." That doesn't necessarily mean bashing the 

competition. It means knowing your relative strengths and weaknesses 

and positioning your services accordingly. The best would be a SWOT 

Analysis (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat analysis) 

especially from your clinic point of view.  

 Strengths: characteristics of your clinic/setup that give it an 

advantage over others 

 Weaknesses: characteristics of your clinic that place your 

clinic/setup at a disadvantage relative to others 

 Opportunities: elements in the environment that your clinic/setup 

could exploit to its advantage 

 Threats: elements in the environment that could cause trouble for 

your clinic/setup. 
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10. Involve them and they will understand: Confucius once said  

 

"Tell me and I'll forget 

Show me and I'll remember 

Involve me and I'll understand” 

 

Engaging patients in treatment decisions can lead to beneficial 

outcomes. Patients who are active participants in a shared decision-

making process have a better knowledge of treatment options and more 

realistic perceptions of likely treatment effects. The resulting treatment 

choices are more likely to concur with their preferences and attitudes to 

risk. They are also more likely to adhere to treatment recommendations 

and more likely to select expensive procedures.  

 

11. Have a website – build your online presence: A website serves as a 

very good tool and is paramount for any start-up. I would recommend a 

responsive (dynamic) website; compatible with all digital devices, 

although for a startup even a webpage or a static website would do as 

well which comes at no cost and low cost respectively. Establishing an 

online presence is an essential marketing strategy for dentists today. 

There are several free places to create an online profile, with some 

websites and social media sites providing a bigger return on investment 

of your time and energy spent. Initially, you can use those free sites to 

get a hang of the things and how you want to go about the task of 

creating your identity online. Static or dynamic, the website should 
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have a lot of rich scientific content where the patient can read about 

you, your services and should be patient educating so that patients 

know you and your services and what you do (in services part), before 

they call you up to take an appointment. A nice looking website also 

allows you to gain the attention of those searching for a great dentist 

online. The better the website is, the more likely that people will visit 

you online in this digital era which transforms into physical visits and 

further referrals as they tell their friends to visit it and you, both. A 

satisfied patient leads to another (referral chain) as the source (website) 

still stands tall and stays as the generator of new patients before the 

conventional methods including word of mouth (especially) take over 

eventually. 

 

DISCUSSION 

To be successful in our practice via marketing; internal or external, we ought 

to have a firm marketing plan which must address the below 6 key points:  

 

1. Objective/ Goal: What are you trying to accomplish?  

2. Your Target (Patients in our case): Who are you trying to reach? 

3. Strategy: How will you progress to achieve your goal? 

4. Tactics: What special activities you are going to invest in? 

5. Timeline: Till when will you achieve your goal? 

6. Budget: How much are you going to spend? 

 

Unless we have answers to these 6 key questions, we really can’t expect any 

project to finish profitably. 
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CONCLUSION 

The above tips on Practice Management are my assembly of ideas and 

theories and a collection of a few practical and methodical approaches that I 

have been compiling ever since my M.B.A.’s finished and from my almost 

19 completed years of private practice. As a parting note, I am giving you a 

few more (11) tips in addition to the top 11 above: 

1. Patients are people too and no one likes to wait, so ideally keep a zero 

waiting time in clinics.  

2. Try working strictly on appointment basis only so that you finish on 

time as your family needs you and your time also. 

3. Do not over-schedule your working hours; a tired dentist is more 

dangerous and liable to cause damage when forced to work. 

4. Give importance to yourself, take out your ‘Me time’ everyday and 

analyze yourself about mistakes made and how you can improve them. 

5. Differentiate with Value or Die with Price as people don't care how the 

product is made and what it costs; all they care is what the product does 

for them (value).  

6. It is important for us to look beyond our walls and sense what is going 

on around us; our patients do have many options, it is up to us to 

convey them all the possibilities, the specialties we offer. 

7. Get yourself to know what you are aiming at and at the start of each 

day, plan a little so you can do a lot more. 

8. Identifying your goals is of paramount importance. To achieve the 

targeted goals, we need both proper planning and execution. By 

planning, we can develop brilliant strategies and by executing them 

well, we save our time as well as money.  
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9. Marketing is telling the world that you are a rock star. The best way to 

practice is marketing yourself and your clinic well and lemme tell you 

marketing is not selling; but selling is a part of marketing. 

10. The difference between being ordinary and being extraordinary is by 

doing a little more. It is by pushing through when most people would 

quit. It is about never giving up on your dreams no matter how far away 

they may feel. 

11. Self-confidence is the fundamental basis from which leadership grows. 

Not only does the confidence allow a leader to take tough decisions, it 

is also reassuring to employees. It allows the leader to lead the team 

with authority, to accept candour from employees and open 

communication and show the force of his will. 
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